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Starting with Q- 7s 

QABALAH AAABHLQ cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

QABALAS AAABLQS QABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

QAMUTIK AIKMQTU komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 

QAWWALI AAILQWW style of Muslim music [n -S] 

QIGONGS GGINOQS QIGONG, Chinese system of physical exercises [n] 

QINDARS ADINQRS QINDAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QINTARS AINQRST QINTAR, monetary unit of Albania [n] 

QIVIUTS IIQSTUV QIVIUT, wool of musk ox [n] 

QUACKED ACDEKQU QUACK, to utter characteristic cry of duck [v] 

QUADDED ADDDEQU QUAD, to space out by means of quadrats [v] 

QUADRAT AADQRTU piece of type metal used for filling spaces [n -S] 

QUADRIC ACDIQRU type of geometric surface [n -S] 

QUAERES AEEQRSU QUAERE, question [n] 

QUAFFED ADEFFQU QUAFF, to drink deeply [v] 

QUAFFER AEFFQRU one that quaffs (to drink deeply) [n -S] 

QUAGGAS AAGGQSU QUAGGA, extinct mammal that resembled zebra [n] 

QUAHAUG AAGHQUU quahog (edible clam) [n -S] 

QUAHOGS AGHOQSU QUAHOG, edible clam [n] 

QUAICHS ACHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUAIGHS AGHIQSU QUAIGH, quaich (small drinking vessel) [n] 

QUAILED ADEILQU QUAIL, to cower (to cringe (to shrink in fear)) [v] 

QUAKERS AEKQRSU QUAKER, one that quakes (to shake or vibrate) [n] 

QUAKIER AEIKQRU QUAKY, tending to quake [adj] 

QUAKILY AIKLQUY QUAKY, tending to quake [adv] 

QUAKING AGIKNQU QUAKE, to shake or vibrate [v] 

QUALIFY AFILQUY to make suitable or capable [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

QUALITY AILQTUY characteristic or attribute [n -TIES] 

QUAMASH AAHMQSU camass (perennial herb) [n ES] 

QUANGOS AGNOQSU QUANGO, public administrative board [n] 

QUANTAL AALNQTU pertaining to quantum (fundamental unit of energy) [adj] 

QUANTED ADENQTU QUANT, to propel through water with pole [v] 

QUANTIC ACINQTU type of mathematical function [n -S] 

QUANTUM AMNQTUU fundamental unit of energy [n -TA] 

QUARREL AELQRRU to engage in angry dispute [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

QUARTAN AANQRTU recurrent malarial fever [n -S] 

QUARTER AEQRRTU to divide into four equal parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUARTES AEQRSTU QUARTE, fencing thrust [n] 

QUARTET AEQRTTU group of four [n -S] 

QUARTIC ACIQRTU type of mathematical function [n -S] 

QUARTOS AOQRSTU QUARTO, size of piece of paper cut four from sheet [n] 

QUASARS AAQRSSU QUASAR, distant celestial object emitting strong radio waves [n] 

QUASHED ADEHQSU QUASH, to suppress completely [v] 

QUASHER AEHQRSU one that quashes (to suppress completely) [n -S] 

QUASHES AEHQSSU QUASH, to suppress completely [v] 

QUASSES AEQSSSU QUASS, kvass (Russian beer) [n] 

QUASSIA AAIQSSU tropical tree [n -S] 
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QUASSIN AINQSSU medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n -S] 

QUATRES AEQRSTU QUATRE, four at cards or dice [n] 

QUAVERS AEQRSUV QUAVER, to quiver (to shake with slight but rapid motion) [v] 

QUAVERY AEQRUVY quivery (marked by quivering) [adj] 

QUAYAGE AAEGQUY charge for use of quay [n -S] 

QUBYTES BEQSTUY QUBYTE, sequence of eight quantum bits [n] 

QUEENED DEEENQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v] 

QUEENLY EELNQUY of or befitting queen [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

QUEERED DEEEQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v] 

QUEERER EEEQRRU QUEER, deviating from expected or normal [adj] 

QUEERLY EELQRUY in queer (deviating from expected or normal) manner [adv] 

QUELEAS AEELQSU QUELEA, African weaverbird [n] 

QUELLED DEELLQU QUELL, to suppress (to put end to forcibly) [v] 

QUELLER EELLQRU one that quells (to suppress (to put end to forcibly)) [n -S] 

QUERIDA ADEIQRU female sweetheart [n -S] 

QUERIED DEEIQRU QUERY, to question (to put question (inquiry) to) [v] 

QUERIER EEIQRRU querist (one who queries) [n -S] 

QUERIES EEIQRSU QUERY, to question (to put question (inquiry) to) [v] 

QUERIST EIQRSTU one who queries [n -S] 

QUESTED DEEQSTU QUEST, to make search [v] 

QUESTER EEQRSTU one that quests (to make search) [n -S] 

QUESTOR EOQRSTU quaestor (ancient Roman magistrate) [n -S] 

QUETZAL AELQTUZ tropical bird [n -ES, -S] 

QUEUERS EEQRSUU QUEUER, one that queues (to line up) [n] 

QUEUING EGINQUU QUEUE, to line up [v] 

QUEZALS AELQSUZ QUEZAL, quetzal (tropical bird) [n] 

QUIBBLE BBEILQU to argue over trivialities [v -D, -LING, -S] 

QUICHES CEHIQSU QUICHE, custard-filled pastry [n] 

QUICKEN CEIKNQU to speed up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUICKER CEIKQRU QUICK, acting or capable of acting with speed [adj] 

QUICKIE CEIIKQU something done quickly [n -S] 

QUICKLY CIKLQUY in quick (acting or capable of acting with speed) manner [adv] 

QUIETED DEEIQTU QUIET, to cause to be quiet [v] 

QUIETEN EEINQTU to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUIETER EEIQRTU one that quiets (to cause to be quiet) [n -S] / QUIET, making little or no noise [adj] 

QUIETLY EILQTUY in quiet (making little or no noise) manner [adv] 

QUIETUS EIQSTUU final settlement [n -ES] 

QUIFFED DEFFIQU QUIFF, lock of hair at front of head [adj] 

QUILLAI AIILLQU evergreen tree [n -S] 

QUILLED DEILLQU QUILL, to press small ridges in [v] 

QUILLET EILLQTU trivial distinction [n -S] 

QUILLOW ILLOQUW quilt formed into pillow [n -S] 

QUILTED DEILQTU QUILT, to stitch together with padding in between [v] 

QUILTER EILQRTU one that quilts (to stitch together with padding in between) [n -S] 

QUINARY AINQRUY group of five [n -RIES] 

QUINATE AEINQTU arranged in groups of five [adj] 

QUINCES CEINQSU QUINCE, apple-like fruit [n] 
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QUINELA AEILNQU quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n -S] 

QUININA AIINNQU quinine (medicinal alkaloid) [n -S] 

QUININE EIINNQU medicinal alkaloid [n -S] 

QUININS IINNQSU QUININ, quinine (medicinal alkaloid) [n] 

QUINNAT AINNQTU food fish [n -S] 

QUINOAS AINOQSU QUINOA, weedy plant [n] 

QUINOID DIINOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUINOLS ILNOQSU QUINOL, chemical compound [n] 

QUINONE EINNOQU chemical compound [n -S] 

QUINTAL AILNQTU unit of weight [n -S] 

QUINTAN AINNQTU recurrent fever [n -S] 

QUINTAR AINQRTU qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n -S] 

QUINTAS AINQSTU QUINTA, country estate in Portugal or Latin America [n] 

QUINTES EINQSTU QUINTE, position in fencing [n] 

QUINTET EINQTTU group of five [n -S] 

QUINTIC CIINQTU type of mathematical function [n -S] 

QUINTIN IINNQTU fine linen [n -S] 

QUINZIE EIINQUZ quinzhee (shelter made by hollowing out pile of snow) [n -S] 

QUIPPED DEIPPQU QUIP, to make witty remarks [v] 

QUIPPER EIPPQRU one that quips (to make witty remarks) [n -S] 

QUIPPUS IPPQSUU QUIPPU, quipu (ancient calculating device) [n] 

QUIRING GIINQRU QUIRE, to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four [v] 

QUIRKED DEIKQRU QUIRK, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

QUIRTED DEIQRTU QUIRT, to strike with riding whip [v] 

QUITTED DEIQTTU QUIT, to end one's engagement in or occupation with [v] 

QUITTER EIQRTTU one that quits (to end one's engagement in or occupation with) [n -S] 

QUITTOR IOQRTTU inflammation of animal's hoof [n -S] 

QUIVERS EIQRSUV QUIVER, to shake with slight but rapid motion [v] 

QUIVERY EIQRUVY marked by quivering [adj -RIER, -RIEST]  

QUIXOTE EIOQTUX quixotic person [n -S] 

QUIZZED DEIQUZZ QUIZ, to test knowledge of by asking questions [v] 

QUIZZER EIQRUZZ one that quizzes (to test knowledge of by asking questions) [n -S] 

QUIZZES EIQSUZZ QUIZ, to test knowledge of by asking questions [v] 

QULLIQS ILLQQSU QULLIQ, kudlik (Inuit oil lamp) [n] 

QUOHOGS GHOOQSU QUOHOG, quahog (edible clam) [n] 

QUOINED DEINOQU QUOIN, to secure with type of wedge [v] 

QUOITED DEIOQTU QUOIT, to play throwing game similar to ringtoss [v] 

QUOKKAS AKKOQSU QUOKKA, short-tailed wallaby [n] 

QUOMODO DMOOOQU means or manner [n -S] 

QUONDAM ADMNOQU that once was [adj] 

QUORATE AEOQRTU attaining quora* [adj]  

QUORUMS MOQRSUU QUORUM, particularly chosen group [n] 

QUOTERS EOQRSTU QUOTER, one that quotes (to repeat words of) [n] 

QUOTING GINOQTU QUOTE, to repeat words of [v] 

QURSHES EHQRSSU QURSH, monetary unit of Saudi Arabia [n] 

QWERTYS EQRSTWY QWERTY, standard keyboard [n] 
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Containing -Q- 7s 

ACEQUIA AACEIQU irrigation ditch or canal [n -S] 

ACQUEST ACEQSTU something acquired [n -S] 

ACQUIRE ACEIQRU to come into possession of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ACQUITS ACIQSTU ACQUIT, to free or clear from charge of fault or crime [v] 

ALFAQUI AAFILQU teacher of Muslim law [n -S] 

ALIQUOT AILOQTU number that divides evenly into another [n -S] 

ANTIQUE AEINQTU to give appearance of age to [v -D, -UING, -S] 

AQUAFIT AAFIQTU exercise class in water [n -S] 

AQUARIA AAAIQRU AQUARIUM, water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n] 

AQUATIC AACIQTU organism living or growing in or near water [n -S] 

AQUAVIT AAIQTUV Scandinavian liquor [n -S] 

AQUEOUS AEOQSUU pertaining to water [adj] 

AQUIFER AEFIQRU water-bearing rock formation [n -S] 

AQUIVER AEIQRUV quivering [adj] 

ASQUINT AINQSTU with sidelong glance [adv] 

BANQUET ABENQTU to feast (to eat sumptuously) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAROQUE ABEOQRU ornate object [n -S] 

BARQUES ABEQRSU BARQUE, sailing vessel [n] 

BASQUES ABEQSSU BASQUE, bodice (corset) [n] 

BEQUEST BEEQSTU legacy (something bequeathed) [n -S] 

BEZIQUE BEEIQUZ card game [n -S] 

BISQUES BEIQSSU BISQUE, thick soup [n] 

BOSQUES BEOQSSU BOSQUE, bosk (small wooded area) [n] 

BOSQUET BEOQSTU bosket (thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees)) [n -S] 

BOUQUET BEOQTUU bunch of flowers [n -S] 

BRIQUET BEIQRTU to mold into small bricks [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

BRUSQUE BEQRSUU abrupt in manner [adj -R, -ST] 

BUQSHAS ABHQSSU BUQSHA, monetary unit of Yemen [n] 

CACIQUE ACCEIQU tropical oriole [n -S] 

CAIQUES ACEIQSU CAIQUE, long, narrow rowboat [n] 

CALQUED ACDELQU CALQUE, to model word's meaning upon that of analogous word in another language [v] 

CALQUES ACELQSU CALQUE, to model word's meaning upon that of analogous word in another language [v] 

CASQUED ACDEQSU CASQUE, helmet [adj] 

CASQUES ACEQSSU CASQUE, helmet [n] 

CAZIQUE ACEIQUZ cacique (tropical oriole) [n -S] 

CHARQUI ACHIQRU type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [n -S]  

CHEQUER CEEHQRU to checker (to mark with squares) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEQUES CEEHQSU CHEQUE, written order directing bank to pay money [n] 

CINQUES CEINQSU CINQUE, number five [n] 

CIRQUES CEIQRSU CIRQUE, deep, steep-walled basin on mountain [n] 

CLAQUER ACELQRU claqueur (member of claque) [n -S] 

CLAQUES ACELQSU CLAQUE, group of hired applauders [n] 

CLIQUED CDEILQU CLIQUE, to form clique (exclusive group of persons) [v] 

CLIQUES CEILQSU CLIQUE, to form clique (exclusive group of persons) [v] 

CLIQUEY CEILQUY inclined to form cliques [adj -UIER, -UIEST] 

CLOQUES CELOQSU CLOQUE, fabric with embossed design [n] 
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COEQUAL ACELOQU one who is equal with another [n -S] 

CONQUER CENOQRU to overcome by force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COQUETS CEOQSTU COQUET, to flirt (to behave amorously without serious intent) [v] 

COQUINA ACINOQU small marine clam [n -S] 

COQUITO CIOOQTU palm tree [n -S] 

CROQUET CEOQRTU to drive ball away in certain game [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CROQUIS CIOQRSU sketch [n CROQUIS] 

CUMQUAT ACMQTUU kumquat (citrus fruit) [n -S] 

DIQUATS ADIQSTU DIQUAT, herbicide [n] 

ENQUIRE EEINQRU to inquire (to ask about) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENQUIRY EINQRUY inquiry (question) [n -RIES] 

EQUABLE ABEELQU not changing or varying greatly [adj]  

EQUABLY ABELQUY EQUABLE, not changing or varying greatly [adv] 

EQUALED ADEELQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUALLY AELLQUY in equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) manner [adv] 

EQUATED ADEEQTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATES AEEQSTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATOR AEOQRTU great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n -S] 

EQUERRY EEQRRUY officer in charge of care of horses [n -RRIES] 

EQUINES EEINQSU EQUINE, horse [n] 

EQUINOX EINOQUX point on celestial sphere [n -ES] 

EQUITES EEIQSTU EQUES, member of privileged military class of ancient Rome [n] 

ESQUIRE EEIQRSU to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

FAQUIRS AFIQRSU FAQUIR, fakir (Hindu ascetic) [n] 

INQUEST EINQSTU legal inquiry [n -S] 

INQUIET EIINQTU to disturb (to interrupt quiet, rest, or peace of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INQUIRE EIINQRU to ask about [v -D, -RING, -S] 

INQUIRY IINQRUY question [n -RIES] 

JONQUIL IJLNOQU perennial herb [n -S] 

KUMQUAT AKMQTUU citrus fruit [n -S] 

LACQUER ACELQRU to coat with glossy substance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LACQUEY ACELQUY to lackey (to act in servile manner) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LALIQUE AEILLQU style of cut glass or crystal [n -S] 

LIQUATE AEILQTU to purify metal by heating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LIQUEFY EFILQUY to make or become liquid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

LIQUEUR EILQRUU sweetened alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

LIQUIDS DIILQSU LIQUID, substance that flows freely [n] 

LIQUIDY DIILQUY LIQUID, substance that flows freely [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

LIQUIFY FIILQUY to liquefy (to make or become liquid) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

LIQUORS ILOQRSU LIQUOR, to intoxicate with liquor (alcoholic beverage) [v] 

LOQUATS ALOQSTU LOQUAT, small yellow fruit [n] 

MACAQUE AACEMQU short-tailed monkey [n -S] 

MAQUILA AAILMQU foreign-owned assembly factory in Mexico [n -S] 

MARQUEE AEEMQRU rooflike structure projecting over entrance [n -S] 

MARQUES AEMQRSU MARQUE, reprisal (act of retaliation) [n] 

MARQUIS AIMQRSU European nobleman [n -ES] 

MASQUER AEMQRSU masker (one that wears mask) [n -S] 
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MASQUES AEMQSSU MASQUE, dramatic entertainment formerly popular in England [n] 

MESQUIT EIMQSTU mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MEZQUIT EIMQTUZ mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MOSQUES EMOQSSU MOSQUE, Muslim house of worship [n] 

NIQAABS AABINQS NIQAAB, niqab (veil worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

OBLIQUE BEILOQU to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

OBLOQUY BLOOQUY abusive language [n -UIES] 

OBSEQUY BEOQSUY funeral rite [n -UIES] 

OPAQUED ADEOPQU OPAQUE, to make opaque [v] 

OPAQUER AEOPQRU OPAQUE, impervious to light [adj] 

OPAQUES AEOPQSU OPAQUE, to make opaque [v] 

OQUASSA AAOQSSU small lake trout [n -S] 

PARQUET AEPQRTU to furnish with floor of inlaid design [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PASQUIL AILPQSU satire or lampoon [n -S] 

PERIQUE EEIPQRU dark tobacco [n -S] 

PICQUET CEIPQTU piquet (card game) [n -S] 

PIQUANT AINPQTU agreeably sharp in taste [adj] 

PIQUETS EIPQSTU PIQUET, card game [n] 

PIQUING GIINPQU PIQUE, to arouse anger or resentment in [v] 

PIROQUE EIOPQRU piragua (dugout canoe) [n -S] 

PLAQUES AELPQSU PLAQUE, ornamental plate or disk [n] 

PREQUEL EELPQRU book whose story precedes that of earlier work [n -S] 

PULQUES ELPQSUU PULQUE, fermented Mexican beverage [n] 

RACQUET ACEQRTU lightweight implement used in various ball games [n -S] 

REEQUIP EEIPQRU to equip again [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

RELIQUE EEILQRU relic (surviving memorial of something past) [n -S] 

REQUEST EEQRSTU to express desire for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REQUIEM EEIMQRU musical composition for dead [n -S] 

REQUINS EINQRSU REQUIN, voracious shark [n] 

REQUIRE EEIQRRU to have need of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

REQUITE EEIQRTU to make equivalent return for [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ROQUETS EOQRSTU ROQUET, to cause one's own ball to hit another in croquet [v] 

RORQUAL ALOQRRU large whale [n -S] 

SACQUES ACEQSSU SACQUE, loose-fitting dress [n] 

SEQUELA AEELQSU abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n -E] 

SEQUELS EELQSSU SEQUEL, something that follows and serves as continuation [n] 

SEQUENT EENQSTU something that follows (to come or go after) [n -S] 

SEQUINS EINQSSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SEQUOIA AEIOQSU large evergreen tree [n -S] 

SHEQELS EEHLQSS SHEQEL, shekel (ancient unit of weight and money) [n] 

SILIQUA AIILQSU silique (type of seed capsule) [n -E] 

SILIQUE EIILQSU type of seed capsule [n -S] 

SQUABBY ABBQSUY short and fat [adj -BBIER, -BBIEST] 

SQUADDY ADDQSUY squaddie (military recruit) [n -DDIES] 

SQUALID ADILQSU marked by filthiness caused by neglect or poverty [adj -ER, -EST] 

SQUALLS ALLQSSU SQUALL, to cry or scream loudly [v] 

SQUALLY ALLQSUY gusty (blowing in gusts) [adj -LLIER, -LLIEST] 
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SQUALOR ALOQRSU quality or state of being squalid [n -S] 

SQUAMAE AAEMQSU SQUAMA, scale [n] 

SQUARED ADEQRSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUARER AEQRRSU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] / one that squares (to make square) [n -S] 

SQUARES AEQRSSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUARKS AKQRSSU SQUARK, hypothetical boson analogue of quark [n] 

SQUASHY AHQSSUY soft and moist [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUATLY ALQSTUY SQUAT, short and thick [adv] 

SQUATTY AQSTTUY squat (short and thick) [adj -TTIER, -TTIEST] 

SQUAWKS AKQSSUW SQUAWK, to utter loud, harsh cry [v] 

SQUEAKS AEKQSSU SQUEAK, to make sharp, high-pitched sound [v] 

SQUEAKY AEKQSUY tending to squeak [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SQUEALS AELQSSU SQUEAL, to utter sharp, shrill cry [v] 

SQUEEZE EEEQSUZ to press hard upon [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SQUELCH CEHLQSU to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SQUIDGY DGIQSUY squashy, soggy [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SQUIFFY FFIQSUY squiffed (drunk (intoxicated)) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

SQUILLA AILLQSU burrowing crustacean [n -E, -S] 

SQUILLS ILLQSSU SQUILL, Eurasian herb [n] 

SQUINCH CHINQSU to squint (to look with eyes partly closed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SQUINNY INNQSUY squinty (marked by squinting) [adj -NNIER, -NNIEST] / to squint (to look with eyes partly closed) [v -NNIED, -ING, -NNIES] 

SQUINTS INQSSTU SQUINT, to look with eyes partly closed [v] 

SQUINTY INQSTUY marked by squinting [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

SQUIRED DEIQRSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

SQUIRES EIQRSSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

SQUIRLS ILQRSSU SQUIRL, ornamental curve in handwriting [n] 

SQUIRMS IMQRSSU SQUIRM, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v] 

SQUIRMY IMQRSUY wriggly (wriggling) [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

SQUIRTS IQRSSTU SQUIRT, to eject in thin, swift stream [v] 

SQUISHY HIQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUOOSH HOOQSSU to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TEQUILA AEILQTU Mexican liquor [n -S] 

TOQUETS EOQSTTU TOQUET, toque (close-fitting woman's hat) [n] 

TORQUED DEOQRTU TORQUE, to cause to twist [v] 

TORQUER EOQRRTU one that torques (to cause to twist) [n -S] 

TORQUES EOQRSTU band of feathers, hair, or coloration around neck [n -ES] / TORQUE, to cause to twist [v] 

TORQUEY EOQRTUY providing force to cause rotation [adj -UIER, -UIEST] 

UNEQUAL AELNQUU one that is not equal to another [n -S] 

UNIQUER EINQRUU UNIQUE, existing as only one of its kind; very unusual [adj] 

UNIQUES EINQSUU UNIQUE, something that is unique [n] 

UNQUIET EINQTUU not quiet (making little or no noise) [adj -ER, -EST] / state of unrest [n -S] 

UNQUOTE ENOQTUU to close quotation [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VAQUERO AEOQRUV cowboy [n -S] 

YANQUIS AINQSUY YANQUI, United States citizen [n] 

 

Ending with -Q 7s 

KAMOTIQ AIKMOQT komatik (Inuit sledge) [n -S] 
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